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Dielectric properties of freshly excised human liver tissues (in vitro) with several pathological
conditions including cancer were obtained in frequency range 100MHz–5GHz. Differences in
dielectric behavior of normal and pathological tissues at microwave frequencies are discussed based
on histological information for each tissue. Data presented are useful for many medical applications,
in particular nanosecond pulsed electroporation techniques. Knowledge of dielectric properties is
vital for mathematical calculations of local electric field distribution inside electroporated tissues
and can be used to optimize the process of electroporation for treatment planning procedures.
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INTRODUCTION

Dielectric spectroscopy has been a useful tool in
providing insight into structure and composition of
biological tissues. The non-invasive nature of avail-
able measurement techniques provides a unique
opportunity for detecting physiological and patholog-
ical changes with minimum handling of samples.
During the last two decades, dielectric data were
mainly acquired from normal and healthy tissues and
used in numerical simulations of exposure of people
to electromagnetic fields (EMF). As technology
advances, however, medical applications of EMF to
treat cancer tissues have become of higher interest.
Therefore, there is need for advanced knowledge of
dielectric properties of tissues of different patholog-
ical states.

One particular technology becoming more popu-
lar is called electroporation, with applications ranging
from cancer treatment to gene transfer. It involves
exposing biological cells to pulsed electric fields,
which results in increased permeability of cellular
membranes. Both reversible and irreversible electro-
poration techniques can be used to either kill cancer
cells by applying strong electric pulses or increasing
permeability of cellular membrane to enhance cancer

drug delivery [Mir et al., 1991; Davalos et al., 2005;
Yarmush et al., 2014]. Electroporation-based thera-
pies, such as electrochemotherapy and irreversible
electroporation, are already gaining traction in clinical
practice, even for treatment of deep-seated tumors
[�Zupani�c et al., 2012; Miklav�ci�c et al., 2014; Chunlan
et al., 2015]. Although most electroporation techni-
ques utilize 100ms pulses, in recent years there has
been a steady drive toward using shorter pulses for
treatments (e.g., 100 ns pulse and even as short as
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below 10 ns pulse) [Pakhomov et al., 2007; Nuccitelli
et al., 2009, 2010; Arena et al., 2011; Napotnik et al.,
2012; Yin et al., 2012; Nuccitelli et al., 2013; Yu-
Hsuan et al., 2013; Ibey et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014].

To optimize the electroporation process for treat-
ment planning procedures, one needs in-depth knowl-
edge of local electric field distribution inside
electroporated tissue. A simple yet efficient tool for
analysis and explanation of experimental results is
mathematical modeling to calculate distribution of an
externally applied electric field within tissue of
interest. This approach can be used to evaluate
electrical phenomena during electroporation in vivo,
which is mostly relevant to application of nanosecond
pulsed electric fields (nsPEF) for treatments of cells
under in vivo conditions [Miklav�ci�c et al., 1998;
Miklav�ci�c, 2000; Rems et al., 2013]. Electric field
distribution within the tissue is mainly governed by its
dielectric characteristics. In the case of in vivo
electroporation, there are usually many different
tissues/organs with different electrical properties
involved. In addition, it is now established that
electrical conductivity of cellular membrane (and
eventually tissue) increases following application of
external electric field [Ivorra et al., 2009; Pakhomov
et al., 2010]. Uncertainties in dielectric properties
(i.e., electric conductivity of treated tissues and rate of
increase in electric conductivity due to electropora-
tion) predefined in numerical models have large effect
on electroporation-based therapy and treatment effec-
tiveness [Corovic et al., 2013]. In other words,
changes in electrical conductivity due to electropora-
tion need to be taken into account when an electro-
poration based treatment is planned or investigated.
The first step in reducing this uncertainty is to obtain
accurate dielectric properties of tissues under treat-
ment before they are electroporated.

In recent years and due to increase in liver tumor
cases, many electroporation studies are focused on
treatment of liver tumors [Narayanan, 2011; Char-
pentier, 2012; Kingham et al., 2012]. These studies
suggest that there is still a gap in literature for
accurate knowledge of dielectric behavior of liver
tumors to be used for optimization of treatment plans
involving both reversible and irreversible electropora-
tion.

Deformation of normal liver tissue to that of
cirrhotic, steatosis, or fibrotic tissues can occur before
or during formation of cancer cells. Additionally,
primary liver tumors (i.e., hepatocellular carcinoma)
mainly occur in cirrhotic livers. This provides a
complex combination of pathological state of a single
organ tissue. It is, therefore, important to recognize and
evaluate differences (if any) in dielectric properties of

tissues with different pathological state at microwave
frequencies.

Several researchers have reported microwave
dielectric properties of normal liver tissues in different
species, including those of humans [Stuchly et al.,
1982; Joines et al., 1994; Gabriel et al., 1996a,b;
Peyman et al., 2001; Stauffer et al., 2003; Lazebnik
et al., 2007; O’Rourke et al., 2007]. A few of those
studies also reported dielectric properties of human
liver carcinoma [Joines et al., 1994; Stauffer et al.,
2003; O’Rourke et al., 2007]. However, liver tumor
data reported by Joines et al. [1994] only cover up to
900MHz and are limited to one patient. Stauffer et al.
[2003] reported values of two primary and metastatic
liver tumors at 915MHz and observed opposite trends
for dielectric properties of tumor tissue and its white
mass compared to that of normal tissues. Even though
O’Rourke et al. [2007] reported comprehensive
dielectric measurements on several normal and malig-
nant human liver tissues covering a wide frequency
range (0.05–20GHz), no distinction has been made
between different types of tumors. Authors reported
both in vivo and in vitro measured data but found a
significant difference between two data sets.

Our work aims to confirm integrity of in vitro
dielectric measurements of human liver tumor tissues
from several patients to complement data reported by
O’Rourke et al. [2007]. Variations in dielectric proper-
ties obtained from different patients were examined,
and comparisons made between data for different
tumor types. Finally, a more in-depth discussion is
presented to relate observed trends in dielectric
behavior to those of underlying pathological states of
tissues.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Samples

This study was designed to minimize influence
on normal clinical procedures and treatment of
patients, and it was prepared in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki. The study proposal was
reviewed by the National Medical Ethics Committee
of Republic of Slovenia, and approved on Decem-
ber 19, 2013. All patients whose tissue samples were
included in the study gave informed consent. Liver
slices were taken from six patients during open
surgery at the department for abdominal surgery at
University Medical Centre of Ljubljana (Ljubljana,
Slovenia). Three patients had liver metastasis of
adenocarcinoma of stomach or colon. One patient had
hemangioma (benign vascular tumor) and one had
cirrhotic liver with primary hepatocellular carcinoma.
One patient did not have any liver tumors, but
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underwent a safety resection due to a gallbladder
tumor. Table 1 summarizes patient information and
histological details for each sample. Samples were
kept in a tight container after removal and no
preservative material was used. Time between sample
removal and start of dielectric measurements was not
longer than 1 h throughout measurement trial. Gross
samples were sectioned into roughly 2 cm thick slices,
and one or two representative slices containing liver
and tumor tissue were measured from each donor.
Samples were wiped with cotton tissue to remove
blood contamination before dielectric measurements.
Figure 1 shows representative images of liver slices
containing several segments of tumors. Areas of liver
slices, which did not contain a tumor, were considered
“normal.” However, histological examination revealed
that Patient 2 (P2)’s liver sample, there was significant
amount of steatosis whereas P3 had a cirrhotic liver.
These conditions are not malignant, although they
may change dielectric properties of liver tissue.

Dielectric Measurements

Dielectric measurements were carried out in
frequency range 50MHz–5GHz using an open ended
coaxial contact probe technique. Vector network
analyzer E5071 and 3.5mm dielectric measurement
probe kit 85070E (Agilent, Santa Rosa, CA) were
used. Although measurements were carried out from
50MHz, due to lack of sensitivity of measurement
probe, only data above 100MHz are reported. The
measurement system was calibrated with short circuit,
open circuit and standard material (de-ionized water)
repeatedly throughout each measurement day to avoid
drift. Calibration was checked by measuring standard

liquids with well known dielectric characteristics
(Formamide [Sigma–Aldrich, St. Louis, MO] and
0.015M NaCl [B. Braun Melsungen, Melsungen,
Germany]) and comparing data with those from
literature [Stogryn, 1971; Jordan et al., 1978; Peyman
et al., 2007a].

All measurements were carried out at room
temperature (25� 0.58C), except those for Forma-
mide, which were carried out at 208C. Temperature of
the room, standard liquids, and tissues was monitored
using an optical measurement system manufactured
by OpSens (Quebec, Canada), consisting of a ProSens
signal conditioner and an OTG-F fiber optic temper-
ature sensor. Care was taken to avoid contamination
with blood by wiping probe after each measurement
and wiping surface blood from samples using cotton
tissue.

Uncertainty

Reported typical accuracy of the measure-
ment system is about 5% according to manufac-
turer. Repeated measurements on Formamide and
0.15M NaCl solution and comparing results with
literature confirmed that measurement accuracy
was well within 5% throughout frequency range
of interest.

Given availability of a relatively large slice of
liver from each patient, several measurements (up to
30) were carried out on each sample at different
positions to pool a large number of measured data.
Variation of dielectric data on each normal tissue
sample was up to 10% but mainly around 5%. Similar
variation was observed on measurements on tumor
samples, although most variations were around 10%.

TABLE 1. Patient Information and Histological Details of Measured Tumor Samples

Patient
number Sex Age Tumor histology Other observations

P1 Male 61 Metastasis of adenocarcinoma
of colon

Liver tissue was significantly steatosis

Tumor contained large amount of necrosis
P2 Female 59 Hemangioma Liver tissue had highest steatosis compared to others in trial

Vascular tumor (lots of extracellular space and
made from small cells)

P3 Male 65 Hepatocellular carcinoma Liver tissue was completely changed to cirrhotic—fibrosis
condition

Tumor type was hepatocellular carcinoma
P4 Male 61 Metastasis of adenocarcinoma

of stomach
Liver tissue had very little steatosis

Tumor contained more intracellular space
P5 Female 72 No tumor Liver tissue was free from tumors

This was a safety resection due to T2 tumor in gall bladder
P6 Male 62 Metastasis of adenocarcinoma

of colon
Liver tissue presented with steato-fibrosis
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According to Gabriel and Peyman [2006], if a
dielectric measurement system is free of methodolog-
ical bias, random fluctuations originating from sam-
pling and natural inhomogeneity dominate the
uncertainty budget. In such cases, “mean” value of
measured parameter and “standard error of the mean”
can be taken as a good measure of the true value and
its associated uncertainty.

Curve Fitting

For reader’s benefit, we fitted experimental data
using a one term Cole–Cole [Cole and Cole,
1941] function in frequency range 0.2–5GHz:

êðvÞ ¼ e1 þ es � e1
1þ ðjvtÞ1�a

þ s

jve0
ð1Þ

where be is complex relative permittivity, v is angular
frequency and Cole–Cole parameters have their usual
significance. All parameters were fitted except for e1
value, which was fixed at 4, based on knowledge that

corresponding value for water is about 5 and the fact
that liver is a high water content tissue. Moreover,
previous studies showed that a variation of about 25%
in value of e1 has very little effect on other fitted
parameters [Peyman and Gabriel, 2010]. Equation (1)
is an empirical formulation, not intended for detailed
mechanistic investigations but suitable for comparison
studies. The reader should also practice caution in
extrapolating fitted parameters to frequencies outside
the range reported here.

Analysis was carried out using a complex curve-
fitting program (FORTRAN) using iteration and least-
squares minimization of root mean square error or
sum of squared residuals (residual being difference
between observed values and values provided
by model). Differences across frequency range
(200MHz–5GHz) between measured and fitted values
were mainly around 2–3%. Data for each sample and
each tissue type were fitted separately. Examples of
measured versus fitted plots are presented in Figure 2
whereas fitted parameters are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 1. Examples of liver slices with tumor segments.

Fig. 2. Measured vs fitted permittivity and loss factor for normal and tumor tissues taken
from Patient 1.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Normal Liver Tissues

Figures 3a and b show measured permittivity
and conductivity of normal liver tissues from all six
patients. Available literature data were also added for
comparison. Results show that measured dielectric
properties of normal liver tissue from different
patients correlate well except for that of P2. Several
measurements on P2’s normal liver sample consis-
tently returned much lower values of permittivity and
conductivity compared to other samples in this trial.
Histological data reveals that P2 had the most
pronounced steatosis (a.k.a., fatty liver disease—lipid
accumulation in liver cells); it is, therefore, logical to
conclude that the fatty state of P2’s liver may have
caused significantly lower dielectric values compared
to others. In fact, a trend can be established between
the extent of steatosis state of each liver tissue and
measured dielectric properties. P1’s tissue also had
some steatosis (though not as much as P2), hence,
lower dielectric values than others. Dielectric data
presented for P2 can be used as an indicator for
advanced steatosis case and has potential to be used as
a detecting tool.

Dielectric data collected in this trial for normal
liver tissue agree quite well with those reported by
Joines et al. [1994], Gabriel et al. [1996b], Stauffer

et al. [2003] (in vitro), and Peyman et al. [2005] (in
vivo). The in vitro data of O’Rourke et al.
[2007] were generally on higher side compared to all
other reported values. Moreover, their in vivo data
were even higher than any other data reported in the
literature, even those reported under similar condi-
tions by Peyman et al. [2005]. O’Rourke et al.
[2007] were not able to explain the reason for
significantly higher values of dielectric properties
reported for in vivo. They ruled out experimental
artefacts and indicated a possible biophysical mecha-
nism responsible for these differences. On the con-
trary, Peyman et al. [2005] and [2007b] ascertained
that if care was taken to avoid contamination with
body fluid, in particular blood, during in vivo
measurements, and if tissues did not lose their
moisture content during in vitro measurements, results
of two data sets would not be significantly different at
microwave frequencies. Systematic dielectric meas-
urements (both in vivo and in vitro) on several porcine
tissues under strict temperature control revealed that
sampling in vivo is difficult and problems such as
partial contact and body fluid oozing at measurement
site could affect measurements in opposite directions
[Peyman et al., 2005, 2007b].

Measured dielectric properties of P3’s cirrhotic
liver were on the higher side compared to other
normal samples. O’Rourke et al. [2007] also observed

TABLE 2. Average Parameters From Cole–Cole Fit to Multiple Measurements on Different Tissue Samples

Histology es t (ps) s (s/m) a
Root mean
square error

Patient 1
Normal, n¼ 28 Some steatosis 56.72� 2.12 15.60� 4.32 0.50� 0.01 0.54� 0.04 1.01
Tumor 28, n¼ 28 Metastasis of adenocarcinoma

of colon
64.49� 2.58 10.93� 3.20 0.74� 0.01 0.57� 0.05 1.14

Tumor (necrosis), n¼ 3 Tumour contained large amount
of necrosis

51.00� 2.38 14.40� 5.37 0.55� 0.01 0.57� 0.05 0.98

Patient 2
Normal, n¼ 16 Most steatosis 43.71� 0.48 18.65� 3.17 0.41� 0.01 0.45� 0.01 0.82
Tumor, n¼ 7 Hemangioma 63.64� 3.13 8.93� 3.15 0.80� 0.02 0.50� 0.08 2.00

Patient 3
Normal, n¼ 9 Cirrhosis 60.98� 1.77 12.77� 2.57 0.55� 0.01 0.53� 0.03 0.86
Tumor, n¼ 9 Hepatocellular carcinoma 59.89� 2.35 11.77� 3.09 0.65� 0.02 0.50� 0.06 1.41

Patient 4
Normal, n¼ 20 Least steatosis 57.39� 2.03 10.54� 2.58 0.54� 0.01 0.52� 0.05 1.18
Tumor, n¼ 10 Metastasis of adenocarcinoma

of stomach
67.74� 1.95 6.53� 1.55 0.78� 0.01 0.52� 0.05 1.28

Patient 5
Normal, n¼ 20 None 59.42� 1.99 9.63� 2.26 0.55� 0.01 0.52� 0.05 1.21

Patient 6
Normal, n¼ 30 None 58.64� 1.79 8.54� 1.88 0.55� 0.01 0.52� 0.05 1.11
Tumor, n¼ 17 Metastasis of adenocarcinoma

of colon
64.59� 0.77 5.33� 1.13 0.95� 0.01 0.39� 0.04 0.94

n, number of measurements on each tissue sample.
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significantly higher values for cirrhotic liver but did
not draw a general conclusion as sample size for
cirrhotic liver in their experiment was small. This
correlation may be indicative of a systematic trend in
dielectric properties of cirrhotic liver compared to that
of normal tissue.

The above observation suggests that normal
tissues from all patients can be pooled together
(except those of P2) to use for comparison with
tumor data. Finally, one can conclude from data

presented in Figures 3a and b that variations
between dielectric properties of normal liver tissue
from different species and at a range of temper-
atures (room temperature to 378C) are not greater
than variation from one sample to another due to
natural inhomogeneity of tissues.

Tumor Tissues

For each patient, measured dielectric properties
(both permittivity and conductivity) of tumor seg-

Fig. 3. Measured (a) permittivity and (b) conductivity of normal liver tumors (P1-P6) in com-
parison with literature data. Error bars for P2 plot represent standard deviation of several
measurements. Error bars for other plots are removed for clarity.
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ments were significantly higher than those of
normal tissue (except for P3 with cirrhotic liver).
This trend is expected and reported in literature
previously [Joines et al., 1994; O’Rourke et al.,
2007]. Higher dielectric properties of tumor tissues
could be attributed to the fact that cancer cells
generally contain higher sodium and water content
than normal cells [Cone, 1970, 1975; Cope, 1978].

This is because cancer cells have altered membrane
composition and membrane permeability, which
results in movement of potassium, magnesium, and
calcium out of cell and accumulation of sodium and
water into cell [Seeger and Wolz, 1990].

Figures 4a and b show measured permittivity
and conductivity of different tumors compared to
those obtained and pooled from several normal livers.

Fig. 4. Measured (a) permittivity and (b) conductivity of liver tumors (P1-P6) in comparison
to literature data. Error bars for P2 and P6 plots represent standard deviation of several
measurements. Error bars for other plots are removed for clarity.
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For comparison, data reported for malignant liver by
Joines et al. [1994] and O’Rourke et al. [2007] were
also added.

As evident from Figure 4a, permittivity values
of tumors measured in this study can be grouped into
two. Liver tumors from P4 and P6 resulted from
metastasis of adenocarcinoma of colon and stomach
and both had relatively higher values of permittivity
compared to other tumors. P4’s tumor was highly
cellular with some fibrous stroma. P1 also had a tumor
formed in the liver as a result of adenocarcinoma of
colon; however, the tumor contained a large volume
of necrotic (dead) tissue resulting in much lower
permittivity values.

Permittivity of hemangioma tumor (P2) seemed
to be higher than that of hepatocellular carcinoma
(P3). This trend may be explained by the fact that
hemangioma is a vascular tumor made from small
cells with lots of extracellular spaces filled with
electrolyte fluid.

The literature data from Joines et al. [1994] and
O’Rourke et al. [2007] (in vitro) for malignant tissue
(no type was specified) lie somehow between the two
grouped data sets. Similar to that of normal liver, data
collected by O’Rourke et al. [2007] for malignant
liver under in vivo conditions were much higher than
all recorded data shown in Figure 4a, indicating
possible contamination with blood and other body
fluids.

A similar trend can be observed for measured
conductivity values as shown in Figure 4b with the
exception of hemangioma tumor (P2) that had rela-
tively high conductivity values close to those of P6,
which may be explained by the fact that it grows from
blood vessels and larger water content of heman-
gioma.

Table 2 contains Cole–Cole parameters for all
measured samples, where differences in static permit-
tivity and conductivity are clearly shown.

As expected, static permittivity values for nor-
mal tissues extracted from different patients are
comparable and are close to those reported by
O’Rourke et al. [2007]. P2’s liver was severely
affected by steatosis and P3 had a cirrhotic liver.
These conditions correlate with different values of
static permittivity compared to those of normal
tissues. A cirrhotic liver has much higher static
permittivity than normal tissue, whereas a liver with
steatosis has significantly lower static permittivity due
to high level of fatty cells content. In all cases, static
permittivity of tumor tissue is much higher than that
of normal tissue. When the tumor becomes necrotic
(as in P1), static permittivity drops even below normal
tissue value.

A similar trend can be observed for static
conductivity values, whereas tumor tissues have much
higher conductivity than those of normal tissues. Liver
with diffuse steatosis (P2) has lowest conductivity as
expected due to higher fat content as described above.
Conductivity of cirrhotic liver is somewhere between
normal and tumor tissues, closer to tumor values. An
observed trend in this study, however, is somehow
different in comparison with those reported by
O’Rourke et al. [2007] where the conductivity of
tumor and normal tissues are relatively close and
significantly lower than that of cirrhotic liver.
O’Rourke et al. [2007] did not provide any explan-
ation for this observation.

CONCLUSION

Microwave dielectric measurements were per-
formed on several normal and malignant human liver
tissues at room temperature and results revealed
similar values to those previously reported. Further-
more, variation between dielectric properties of nor-
mal human liver tissue and those of other species at a
range of temperatures are not greater than variation
due to natural inhomogeneity of each tissue.

In terms of dielectric properties, categorizing
liver tissue to normal and malignant may not be as
clear cut as other pathological conditions such as
cirrhosis and steatosis, which can occur in livers that
are not necessarily malignant. This study confirms
that cirrhotic liver has higher permittivity and con-
ductivity values compared to normal liver. Replace-
ment of liver tissue by fibrosis and edema due to
higher resistance to blood flow from portal vein
through sinusoids toward vena cava can be the reason
for increased dielectric properties of cirrhotic liver.

On the other hand, steatosis (fatty liver disease)
results in significant decline in both permittivity and
conductivity of liver tissue. This study presents a
trend between extent of steatosis in liver tissue and
measured dielectric properties, which may be used as
a detecting tool for advanced steatosis.

As expected, liver tumors had higher dielectric
properties compared to normal baseline. Higher
sodium and water content of cancer cells, altered
membrane composition and membrane permeability,
and accumulation of sodium and water into cancer
cells can attribute to higher permittivity and conduc-
tivity of tumor samples.

Furthermore, dielectric characterization of
tumors varies by tumor type. For instance, heman-
gioma tumor has higher permittivity and higher
conductivity compared to hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) due to its vascular origin and increased
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extracellular space, whereas metastatic liver tumors
such as adenocarcinoma of colon and stomach show
even higher dielectric properties compared to HCC.

Detailed dielectric data reported for normal and
malignant liver tissues can be used in mathematical
modeling to calculate distribution of externally
applied electric field within a tissue. This approach
can be used to evaluate and optimize electroporation
applications using nsPEF for treatments of cells under
in vivo condition.
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